Press release
Nature Group PLC
“Nature Oil & Gas establishes joint venture with InPro Systems in Aberdeen,
Scotland”

Nature Group PLC (AIM: NGR), the leading maritime and offshore oil and gas waste
treatment specialist is pleased to announce it will commence operations in Aberdeen,
Scotland. The inauguration of this venture was announced by the Scottish Minister of
Energy, Fergus Ewing, at the new Nature Oil & Gas Aberdeen office at Crombie Road in
Aberdeen.
Together with its new partner InPro Systems Ltd., a local company active in waste
management solutions, Nature has established the joint venture to support the operation of
its Compact Treatment Units (CTUs) – the unique offshore waste processing solution. The
expectations are that this new offshore approach to mud slops processing will have a
promising future in the UK Sector. Nature recently announced the initiation of offshore slops
processing operations for DONG Energy and North Atlantic Drilling (Sea drill) West of
Shetlands.
In addition to the off-shore operations the joint venture will also build and operate a new mud
slops processing plant in Peterhead to serve the oil & gas market with environmental friendly
water processing. With reliable offshore and onshore processing capacity, the partners are
convinced that they can deliver to the market more efficient logistics, a reduction in
processing cost and a far smaller environmental impact than the conventional industry
methods of waste treatment for the oil and gas industries.
The processing plant will also be the new training center for offshore operators of the
compact treatment units bound for oil & gas installations in the North Sea. The proposed
opening of the plant is July 2013.
Stig Feyling the CEO of Nature Oil and Gas comments “I am very enthusiastic that we will
now officially start operations in the UK Sector and that we have found a partner that can
bring us the local expertise we so much needed. Our Scottish joint venture will play a very
important role in servicing our UK Sector clients and training our offshore operators.”.
Danny Donald the CEO of InPro Systems Ltd. comments “We have been keen on this
market opportunity for quite some time and we are very satisfied that both partners found
each other and will work together in bringing Nature’s new technologies to the UK Market ”
About Nature Group:
A company with more than 25 years’ experience in waste water treatment and a unique
corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy that enables us to be truly a part of Nature and
responding to the ever expanding and demanding legislative framework.
Nature Group combines port reception services and facilities, offshore treatment services
and the latest sustainable waste treatment technologies in a steadily growing global network.
Nature Group is traded on the AIM market, (ticker: NGR). www.ngrp.com

About InPro Systems:
A company with decades of experience commercial exploitation of third party technologies in
produced water treatment, solids treatment and treatment of industrial waters. As well as in
waste management and solid control services.
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